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Abstract 
 

Financial management is a knowledge which is not only important to learn but also              
important to be applied in the life of each individual. In recognizing financial conditions,              
motivation can be one of the factors which influence it. Gamification can be one way to                
increase the motivation and must be adapted to the characteristics of the users. Focusing on               
goals, engagement, and intrinsic motivation, Marczewski Gamification Framework maps         
several user types based on the game elements and mechanics. This study aims to design               
and build a mobile-based personal financial recording application with gamification methods           
and find out the level of behavioral intention to use and immersion implementing the              
Marczewski Gamification Framework. Testing has been carried out by students, employees,           
housewives, entrepreneurs, and managers to prove that gamification can motivate users to            
recognize the condition of personal finances well. Based on the evaluation result using the              
Hedonic Motivation System Adoption Model, 82.73% strongly agree that the application can            
increase reuse (behavioral intention to use) in the future and 66.56% agree that the              
application can increase the feeling of users to be carried away by the situation (immersion) in                
the application. 
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1. Introduction 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a broad measurement of a nation’s overall economic             
activity. GDP provides a direct indication of the health and growth of the economy. Businesses               
can use GDP as a guide to their business strategy. Investors also watch GDP since it provides                 
a framework for investment decision-making [1]. Although Indonesia's economies which was           
ranked 16th respectively in 2014, will move up to fourth and eighth, knocking Italy and Russia                
out of the top ten [2]. President Joko Widodo (Jokowi) still feels dissatisfied with the condition                
of Indonesia's economy which is still relatively weak, where economic growth in various             
sectors lacks the impact on improving the quality of life of the Indonesian people as a whole                 
[3]. This can be seen from the quote from CnnIndonesia.com which says that the Otoritas               
Jasa Keuangan (OJK) noted that only 12.6 percent of Indonesians were aware of financial              
planning so that according to the OJK one way to increase this awareness was by increasing                
financial literacy [4]. Financial literacy for individuals is not just a science but it can make                
individuals wiser in managing their assets [5].  

Motivation can be one of the factors that influence financial literacy as written in the               
literature study on motivation as a determinant of financial planning. It said that people who               
are highly motivated will trigger behaviors to increase financial literacy in making a regular and               
careful financial plan to realize financial freedom [6]. 

Gamification is the use of design elements that shape a game into a non-game context to                
increase user involvement and trigger something to do [7]. Most studies review usage of              
gamification in many areas, such as health [8,9,10], tourism [11], software engineering [12],             
online discussions [13], education [14,15,16], marketing [17], and employee training [18]. 

In order to ensure users to be fully engaged in gamification, designers have to understand               
what motivates users and how game elements address these needs [19]. Personality            
differences make people attracted to information systems and games for different reason and             
needs [19]. As characteristics of different users do not increase the expected motivation,             
gamification must be adapted to the characteristics of the users [20]. To know the motivations               
of the users of the application, the typologies of player profiles can be used [8]. These                
typologies group common characteristics of players based on psychological factors,          
preferences, or motivations, to perform the classification [8]. Marczewski described six types            
of users at a basic level [21]. These user types preferences are mapped and validated based                
on the 52 game elements and mechanics classified in Marczewski's Gamification Elements            
Periodic Table [21]. 

This research will design and build an application for recording personal finance by             
highlighting the user type achiever because Gabe Zicherman said that one of the main              
problems in personal finance is about the desire to get a reward [22]. Intrinsic and extrinsic                
rewards are the most effective gamification elements to show good abilities of the user and               
make the user want to do more [22]. Some game elements, such as badges, can be used as                  
rewards and can increase user participation and involvement [23]. It is necessary to think              
about the user not only as a “player” who will receive a reward for an effort, but the user                   
should also be responsible for building knowledge, and gamification is an opportunity to make              
this process funnier and more challenging according to his skills [24]. 

Nevertheless, at times extrinsic motivation may be all you have to get a system              
kick-started, but you cannot rely on it for long [25]. Applying an own motivation framework               
called RAMP (Relatedness, Autonomy, Mastery, Purpose), Marczewski Gamification        
Framework focuses on goals and engagement [9] and focuses more on intrinsic motivation             
[25]. Therefore, users keep track of personal finances because of self-awareness as an             
intrinsic motivation. 
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2. Research Method 

A. Application Model 
 

The personal financial record application which implements a gamification method          
generally functions to record and view personal expenses and income on an Android basis              
both in the form of lists and statistics. Fig. 1 shows the MOneyQU application model. By using                 
this application, the user can make financial records on that date or the date that has passed.                 
This action triggers to add experience points (EXP) and coins owned by the user with a certain                 
amount of EXP and coins. The higher the level the user has, the greater the experience the                 
user must collect to reach the next level. Users can also edit and delete the expenses and                 
income that the user has made. The maximum addition of EXP and coin per day triggered by                 
user entry is a form of fraud prevention that might be done. 
 
 

 

 

Fig. 1. MOneyQU Application Model  
 

The coin can be used to buy stores and furniture in the shop. Users can employ                
Non-Playable Characters (NPC) who walk in front of stores in a room that has complete               
furniture. This is useful for adding coins and EXP from users at any given time period.                
Speeding up an employee can be done by reducing the user's diamonds. This application              
will also provide missions so that it encourages users to open applications regularly. It aims               
to minimize the nature of users who tend to forget to make financial records every day. The                 
mission certainly gives benefits to the user by adding the user's coins and diamonds. 
 

B.Gamification Design 

The design of the gamification is based on Marczewski Gamification Framework, as follows. 

WHAT is being gamified: The activity that is gamified is the recording of personal finances 
both expenses and income. 

WHY is it being gamified: The activity was gamified because the Indonesian people needed to 
increase financial literacy as an action from the low percentage of Indonesians who were just 
aware of financial planning. Increasing financial literacy can be done by increasing motivation. 
One method that can help increasing motivation in the financial learning process is the 
gamification method. 
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WHO are the users: Users of this application are students, employees, housewives, 
entrepreneurs, and managers. The user type of this application more emphasizes an achiever 
who is more likely to complete each challenge by giving badges as the fulfillment of the wishes 
of achievers. On the other hand, the user type of a free spirit is motivated by autonomy, the 
freedom to employ Non-Playable Character (NPC), and the user type of a socializer is 
motivated by passion in competing between the other users by paying attention to the 
leaderboard. 

HOW is it being gamified: The financial recording application is gamified by implementing 
game mechanics and game dynamics as shown in Table I. 

 

TABLE I. LIST OF GAME DYNAMICS DAN GAME MECHANICS 

 
 
ANALYTICS are set up: Success rates are measured based on behavioral intention to use              
and immersion of the application using Hedonic Motivation System Adoption Model (HMSAM). 
TESTED with users: Several ways in the testing phase to get feedback from the respondents               
are as follows. 
The application is shared through social media, such as Instagram, Line, LinkedIn, Facebook,             
and field study. 
Users can download the application on the Play Store. 
Users have to sign up to get an account. After having the account, the users can immediately                 
sign in. 
The features that can be tried by users are as follows. 
Record personal financial expenses and income. 
View personal financial history on a daily basis. 
View personal finance statistics on a monthly basis. 
View the ranking in the leaderboard menu. 
View the list of badges that the users already have. 
Buy items in the game world by exchanging coins owned. 
Employing Non-Player Character (NPC) in a store owned. 
Move and fire the employee. 
Collecting coins and experience points from the work of the employee. 
View a list of employees who have worked at the store. 
Activate or deactivate back sound or sound effects in the settings menu. 
After getting level two, users can fill out the questionnaire through the link provided. 
ACTED on feedback: Feedbacks from users are useful for repairing and developing the             
application. 
RELEASED the solution: The application will be released to the next version when it can run                
properly according to positive feedback on the Play Store. 
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3. Implementation  

When a user enters the application for the first time, the user will be shown the Sign In                  
page, as can be seen in Fig. 2(a). If the user does not have an account in this application,                   
the user can register first by filling in the data provided on the Sign Up page, as shown in                   
Fig. 2(b). However, if the user already has an account, the user can immediately sign in.                
When a user has already signed in to the application, the user does not need to sign in                  
again for entering the application on another occasion.  

 

Fig. 2. (a) Sign In Page (b) Sign Up Page 
 

 
After signing in for the first time, the user will be shown the tutorial which is onboarding                 

from this application. Then the user will receive a special reward such as a number of coins in                  
order to be able to buy in-game items to give the user experience. In this application, there is a                   
daily reward that the user can get on a daily basis which is useful for giving challenges to                  
users so they are encouraged to make financial records regularly. The daily reward can be               
seen in Fig. 3(a). 
Fig. 3(b) shows a Homescreen Page. On this page, there is a nominal balance located at the                 
bottom of the application. This nominal balance shows the amount of money that the user has                
for a month. If it is negative, it describes that user expenditure is greater than the income, and                  
vice versa. 
The information about the level of the user is located at the top left of the application, whereas                  
coin information, diamond, and add record status are located at the top right. Add record               
status is an information given to the user regarding the maximum number of points (coins and                
experience points) that the user can get after making financial records on that day. It is to                 
prevent fraud that may be done by the user. 
The user can see the menu in this application by pressing the button that shows the nominal                 
balance. The menu consists of Employee, Statistics, Add Record, History, Shop, Badge,            
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Ranking, and Settings. 
  
 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Daily Reward (b) Home Screen Page  

 
The Add Record page is useful for financial records. In carrying out financial             

records, there are two modes: transaction and top up. In transaction mode, the user              
must input the amount of money and the category of income or expenses, as shown               
in Fig. 5(a). The categories consist of food, child, entertainment, personal, pet,            
housing, health, transport, miscellaneous, and income. The money can be in the form             
of cash, OVO, and GO-PAY. In top up mode, the user only needs to input the amount                 
of money and the top up category (OVO or  Go-Pay), as seen in Fig. 5(b).  
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Fig. 4. Add Record Page (a) Transaction Mode (b) Top Up Mode 

The Add Record page is useful for financial records. In carrying out financial             
records, there are two modes: transaction and top up. In transaction mode, the user              
must input the amount of money and the category of income or expenses, as shown in                
Fig. 4(a). The categories consist of food, child, entertainment, personal, pet, housing,            
health, transport, miscellaneous, and income. The money can be in form of cash, OVO,              
and GO-PAY. In top up mode, the user only needs to input the amount of money and                 
the top up category (OVO or Go-Pay), as seen in Fig. 4(b). 
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Fig. 5. (a) History Page (b) Statistic Page  

 

In making financial records, the user can also choose the date when the user              
makes the transaction by pressing the button that shows the word "Today". Records             
created by the user can be seen daily on the History Page and on a monthly basis on the                   
Statistic Page.  

Fig. 5(a) shows the History page. On this page, the user can view a list of income                 
or expenses of the user on a daily basis. If the user makes a mistake in writing expenses                  
or financial entries, the user can change or delete them by pressing the edit button or                
delete button located on each list. The user can also see a list of expenses and income in                  
more detail by selecting a specific type.  

Fig. 5(b) shows the Statistic page. This page is useful for viewing monthly income              
or expenses in general. This page can also be viewed in more detail based on certain                
type, as on the History Page. 

The coins obtained by the user are useful for buying in-game items on the Shop               
Page, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Purchased items will appear in the game world, as seen in                 
Fig. 6(b). The left button and right button in the middle of the application are useful for                 
viewing other stores in the game world. 

Fig. 7(a) shows that the user can employ Non-Player Character (NPC) walking in             
front of the store. As can be seen in Fig. 7(b), the NPC can only work in a room which                    
already has a complete furniture. NPCs inside the room will produce coins and experience              
points (EXP) which are useful for increasing levels every certain time period, so it can               
encourage the user to routinely open the application. Fig. 8(a) shows a display when the               
user gets to the next level. 
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Fig. 6. (a) Shop Page (b) In-Game Page 

 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Popup Dialog for Hiring NPC (b) Employee Page 

In this application, there are twelve badge categories: Food Lover, Cool Parents,            
Socialite, Shopaholic, Pet Lover, Home Designer, Walking Doctor, Traveler, The Anon,           
Banker, Accountant, and Digital Home Designer. Fig. 8(b) shows the Badge Page in the              
Digital Home Designer category, the first part that the user gets after buying three in-game               
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items (furniture). If the user has fulfilled the requirements of a particular badge, the user will                
be able to view the picture of the badge and get coins and diamonds. Otherwise, the user                 
can only see the description of the badge. 

 

Fig. 8. (a) Level Up (b) Badge Page 

 

3.1 Results And Discussion  

The evaluation of MOneyQU is carried out by 39 respondents who voluntarily filled             
out HMSAM questionnaires to measure two main aspects: behavioral intention to use and             
immersion. The occupation distribution of the respondents can be seen in Fig. 9.             
Respondents of this application consist of students with a percentage of 43.6%, employees             
with a percentage of 28.2%, housewives with a percentage of 12.8%, entrepreneurs with a              
percentage of 10.3%, and managers with a percentage of 5.1%. 
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Fig. 9. Demographic Profile of Respondents Based on Occupation  

 

There are several aspects in Hedonic Motivation System Adoption Model: perceived           
ease of use, perceive usefulness, curiosity, control, joy, behavioral intention to use, and             
immersion. Table II shows the evaluation results of MOneyQU. Based on the aspects of              
behavioral intention to use and immersion, 82.73% strongly agree that the application can             
increase reuse in the future and 66.56% agree that the application can increase the feeling of                
users to be carried away by the situation in the application. 

 

TABLE I. EVALUATION RESULT 

 

 

The aspect with the highest percentage is perceived ease of use with a percentage              
of 85.32%. The high percentage can be caused by an onboarding element which helps              
users to know how to use the application. Some users also review that the application is                
easy to use and has an attractive user interface. 

On the other hand, the aspect with the lowest percentage is immersion with a              
percentage of 66.56%. The low percentage can be caused by the aim of gamification which               
does not make users become addicted that can block interference, but rather aim to make               
users become disciplined in doing repetitive activities. 
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Aspects Result 
Perceived ease of use 85.32% 
Perceived usefulness 79.58% 
Curiosity 83.93% 
Control 77.26% 
Joy 83.07% 
Behavioral intention to use 82.73% 
Immersion 66.56% 
Overall 79.67% 
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 4. Conclusion 

A gamified mobile-based personal finance recording application, named MoneyQU,         
has been successfully designed and developed implementing the Marczewski         
gamification framework. The application implements intrinsic motivation in forms of          
mastery and feedback. Several game mechanics, consisting of points, levels,          
leaderboards, badges, onboarding, and challenges, are also applied. 
The application has been evaluated by 39 respondents using Hedonic Motivation System            
Adoption Model. The evaluation result shows that 82.73% strongly agree that the            
application can increase reuse in the future and 66.56% agree that the application can              
increase the feeling of users to be carried away by the situation in the application. 
As future works, a feature or mechanism which can control user spending can be added.               
Furthermore, an algorithm can be created and implemented for giving coins to users when              
income and expenses are input. Therefore, the users are able to manage personal             
finances properly. 
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